Abstract. The importance of DNA microarrays and Tag-Antitag (TAT) systems has prompted the recent development of various approaches for high-fidelity design, including analytical methods based on an ensemble average error probability per conformation, or computational incoherence ( ). Although predictions for dilute inputs indicate the easy attainment of excellent fidelity, recently a sharp phase transition from the low-error -behavior predicted for dilute inputs, to a high-error -behavior was predicted to accompany an asymmetric (i.e., single-tag) excess input. This error-response, which is likely to be the critical test of TAT system robustness for DNA-based computing applications that employ non-linear amplification, is examined more closely, via derivation of an approximate expression, e(i) for the single-tag, excess limit. The temperaturedependence of this expression is then characterized, and applied to derive an expression for a novel TAT system error-parameter, T † i which defines the temperature of minimal e(i) . T † i is taken to provide a precise definition of the stringent reaction temperature previously discussed conceptually in the literature. A similar analysis, undertaken for a uniform excess multi-tag input, indicates the absence of a phase transition in . The validity of each expression is discussed via simulation, with comparison to the general model. Applicability of {T † i } to both TAT system design and selection of an optimal reaction temperature is discussed.
Introduction
DNA microarrays are indexed arrays of single-stranded (ss) DNA probes which are immobilized on a solid substrate. When exposed to a set of unbound target ssDNA strands, the chip essentially performs an exhaustive, parallel search for complementary sequences between the immobilized probes and target species. DNA chips have been successfully applied to gene expression profiling (GEP) and genotyping on a genomic scale [1] , and have also been suggested for applications in DNA computing [2] , and DNA computing-based biotechnology [3] . Notably, design for computational application simplifies word selection, since the ssDNA species need not be correlated to a genome of interest, but may be selected arbitrarily. The resulting set forms a Tag-Antitag system [4] , constrained only by
Recent Work and Motivation
In [5] , an approximate solution for the computational incoherence of the TAT system in response to a single-tag input, i was derived for the error-response over a wide range of input tag concentrations. For all error conditions, the simulated dependence of i on total input tag concentration (C For simple, 1-step TAT system applications in biotechnology, dilute conditions may generally be safely assumed. Given the ease of attaining high-fidelity performance at low temperatures, predicted in the dilute regime [9, 5] , the biasing of DNA-computers to ensure dilute regime operation of an associated TAT system component is clearly desirable. However, given the tendency for DNA computing architectures to implement repeated linear strand growth, via merge operations, as well as species-specific, non-linear strand growth via PCR amplification, over the course of multiple steps/rounds [8] , there appears to be a strong potential for computational processes to generate an asymmetric input, consisting of a dilute component combined with an excess component of one (or more) input species. In this case, consistent high-fidelity operation at low temperatures is predicted to become substantially more problematic, for even the best encodings (see Sec. 4). For these architectures, consideration of the associated TAT system's |i| single-input, excess-error response curves yields valuable information for selection of a reaction temperature, T rx appropriately robust to a range of asymmetric excess-inputs. To support this analysis, the current work undertakes a closer examination of the single-tag error behavior in the excess regime, with the aim of identifying a design principle which renders the implemented TAT systems maximally robust to asymmetric, excess inputs.
Following an overview of the general model for predicting TAT system singleinput, error-response (Sec. 2), an approximate expression is derived in Sec. 2.1 for i in the limit of excess input ( e(i) ). Sec. 2.2 then discusses the temperaturedependence of this expression, followed in Sec. 2.3 by identification of a new TAT system parameter, T † i , which estimates the temperature of optimal fidelity, given an excess input of tag species, i. T † is taken to provide a novel, precise definition of the stringent T rx previously discussed conceptually in the literature for the TAT system [4] . For completeness, Sec. 3 describes a parallel analysis for the uniformly excess input. Sec. 4 reports a set of statistical thermodynamic simulations undertaken to explore the validity and implications of derived expressions for e(i) and T † i . In closure, Sec. 5 discusses applicability to TAT system design.
The Single-tag Input
The error probability per hybridized tag for a TAT system, in response to an input of a single tag species, i is estimated by the expression [5] ,
Here, SN R i is the signal-to-noise ratio,
where K ij * denotes the net equilibrium constant of duplex formation between tag species i and antitag species j * , while K ii * distinguishes that of matching TAT pair, {i, i * }. For approximation purposes, it is typical to assume a small overall error-rate, so that (i.e., j * C ij * ≈ C ii * ) [9, 5] . At equilibrium, this condition, here referred to as weak orthogonality takes the convenient form,
Although this approximation will begin to fail for an excess (but not dilute) input, as T rx is reduced to the vicinity of the melting temperature of the most stable error TAT pair, it nevertheless facilitates an investigation of the approximate functional form of i . Furthermore, upon failure, this approximation will overestimate i , and thus provide a bounding value, which, as simulations indicate, is not too far off the mark [5] .
Following application of weak orthogonality, approximate solution of Eq. 1 involves re-expression of C j * in terms of equilibrium constants and initial concentrations, via combination of the |j * | + 1 equations of stand conservation, with an equation of mass action for each component equilibrium. In particular, strand conservation yields an equation of the form,
for each antitag species, j * , and equation,
for the single input tag species, i, where the impact of tag-tag interaction has been neglected. Strict estimation of C i * then proceeds via numerical solution of the |j * | + 1 coupled equations formed by Eqs. 3 and 4. In [5] , an approximate approach was used to derive a general solution for i , applicable over a wide range of input concentrations. Readers are referred to the original paper, for a detailed development and discussion. In the current work, attention is restricted to a more detailed analysis of TAT system behavior in the excess-input limit.
Behavior in the Excess Limit
A simple, approximate expression for the single-tag error-response, i in the limit of excess input (i.e., C o i ≥ 10C a ) may be derived straightforwardly, by noting that the impact of hybridization on the equilibrium concentration of the input tag species, C i may be neglected. This allows Eq. 4 to be approximated as
Substitution of this expression into Eq. 3 yields,
Invoking weak orthogonality, followed by insertion of these expressions reduces Eq. 1 to the desired approximate form,
which applies to the case of excess input. In the absence of significant hairpin formation, this reduces to a simple ratio,
For comparison purposes, the approximate expression for the converse limit of dilute input, without hairpinning was given in [5] as the simple ratio,
Temperature Dependence
The temperature-dependence of e(i) may be investigated by straightforward differentiation. Neglecting hairpin formation, this process yields
where x ij * e denotes an ensemble average taken only over the set of error conformations, defined formally by the expression,
This quantity is distinguished from x ij * by the absence of a contribution from C ii * in both numerator and denominator, due to the restriction that measurements are over the error ensemble. In contrast with the monotonically increasing form reported for d d(i) /dT [9] , the form of Eq. 9 suggests that e (i) behaves as a convex function of T , with a minimum between the melting temperatures of the planned and error TAT pairs. This is discussed via simulation, in Sec. 4.
Robustness in the Excess Limit: the Stringent Temperature
Eq. 9 may also be used to derive an approximate expression for the temperature, T † , at which e(i) assumes a minimum value. This is accomplished by noting that
where the superscript, ' †' denotes strict evaluation at T = T † i , followed by the application of three well-motivated approximations. First of all, as simulations [5] predict that T † i is consistently located substantially above the melting transition of all error TAT species, the statement 
Application of each of these expressions to Eq. 2.3, followed by rearrangement yields,
which defines the T rx for optimum-fidelity operation, given an excess input of species, i. This new TAT system parameter is taken to provide a novel, precise definition of the intuitive concept of stringent T rx previously discussed conceptually in the literature [4] . Applicability of the parameter set, {T † i } to both TAT system design and selection of optimal T rx is discussed in Sec. 5.
The Excess Multi-tag Input
An approximate expression for the error-response due to a multi-tag input in the excess limit may be derived similarly, beginning with the standard expression for the computational incoherence [12, 13] , as applied to the TAT system [9, 5] :
and proceeds via approximation of the equilibrium concentrations, in a process similar to the single-tag development presented in Sec. 2. First, the impact of hybridization on each excess C i is again neglected, so that the equation of strand conservation for each input tag, i again takes the approximate form,
Using this expression, the equation of strand conservation for each antitag species, j * may then be written as,
The sum over i may now be simplified by invoking the dual of 'weak orthogo-
K jj * which holds for all but the worst TAT encodings, but only under conditions of excess input for all tag species. Insertion of these expressions into Eq. 13 via mass action and invoking weak orthogonality yields the desired approximation,
where subscript, e denotes excess input, for all i. The form of this expression is similar to that reported for a dilute, multi-tag input [9] . The temperature-dependence of e may be investigated by a rather tedious process of differentiation. Here, only the result is presented:
where hairpin formation has been neglected,
• jj * , and x e denotes the ensemble average of quantity x, computed over all error TAT pairs, {i, j * = i * }, respectively. Again, this expression is functionally similar to the temperature-dependence reported in [9] and [5] for the dilute multi-tag and single-tag inputs, respectively, although in [9] , x e was mistakenly identified in the text as the sum, rather than ensemble average over the enthalpies of formation for error conformations. From the form of Eq. 16, the error-response due to an excess input is a monotonically increasing function of T , with no error minimum between the melting temperatures of the planned and dominant error duplexes (i.e., no stringent temperature). This typical behavior is in marked contrast with the logarithmically convex TAT system error behavior predicted in the vicinity of the error minimum, in response to an asymmetric input, composed of an excess of a single (or several, but not all) tag species.
Simulations
In order to investigate the applicability of e(i) (Eq. 7) for approximating the error-response due to an asymmetric input of a single, excess tag species, a set of simulations was implemented via (Mathematica TM ). Fig. 1 illustrates simulation results, which predict i for the minimal complexity (i.e., 2-probe) DNA chip, composed of ssDNAs of length 20 bases, in which the input target species may participate in a full-length planned hybrid, or a single error duplex of length For each error condition, Panel 3 compares the predicted temperature for optimal fidelity excess operation, T † obtained via (1) visual inspection of plotted i curves, and (2) approximate expression, Eq. 12. For comparison purposes, melting temperatures, T * m (pl) for each planned duplex (under both excess and dilute input conditions), and each error duplex, T * m (err) (excess conditions only) are also illustrated, as predicted in isolation (denoted by, '*'). Each listed T * m value corresponds to the temperature which maximizes the corresponding differential melting curve, generated via a statistical, two-state model of DNA melting [15, 5] . Panel 4, top inset shows a blow-up of high-error curve, panel 2(a); Middle and bottom insets illustrate isolated, differential melting curves predicted in isolation for the planned (solid curves) and dominant error (dashed curves), for excess ('10x') and dilute ('0.1x') input, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1 (panel 2) , simulations for all error conditions indicate that e(i) (Eq. 7) is in good agreement with the predictions of the general model, i reported in [5] for excess input, with only minor deviations at high and low temperatures. In each case, excess-input error-response is predicted to assume the expected logarithmically convex function of T rx , with a minimum at distinguished temperature, T † . This behavior is in stark contrast to the low-error, monotonically T rx -dependent error-response predicted for both single-tag, dilute inputs (panel 1) and multi-tag inputs which are either uniformly dilute [9, 5] , or uniformly at excess (Eq. 15).
[1] † estimated by visual inspection of (a-c) (row 1), and Eq. 12 (row 2); Melting temperatures for the planned duplex (excess and dilute inputs) and error duplexes (excess only), predicted in isolation (denoted '*') also listed for comparison (rows 4-6). Panel 4: (Top sub-panel) Blow-up of high-error curve; Middle, bottom sub-panels: isolated differential melting curves for the planned (solid curves) and dominant error species (dashed curves), for excess ('10x') and dilute ('0.1x') inputs, respectively.
